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Thank yoy for using SK-viewer.
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ⅠHow to Install the Software

★Install it on administrator.
1.Set the accompanying CD.
2.Choose CD drive in My computer, and double click it.

3.double click [set up.exe] in the CD.

4.click [next].
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ⅠHow to Install the Software

5.Click [Finish]. The installation is now completed.
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II Overview of Screens and Buttons

Image capture buttons

Measurement buttons

Thumbnail

List of 2D measurement result

Saved images are displayed
( P13, P21)

The measurement results are shown a list.
( P25)

Image capture buttons

⇔

①

Switch between "Still” and “Live”.

★point★
You can now switch between the "Still" and "Live" modes also by pressing the [F11] key.
You cna switch the mode without using a mouse or keyboard if you use a
footswitch.

② Save the image( P13)
③ Specify the folder to save the image( P16)
④ Make the setting for the camera
⑤

switch between “Sacing the image only” and “Saving the image
with the measurement values included in it”.
( P13)

⇔

⑥ Display the thumbnail( P21)
⑦ Switch the magnification of the screen( P19)
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II Overview of Screens and Buttons

Measurement buttons
⑧ Select the type of measurement( P12)
⑨ Save the data of the measured value( P27, P29 )
⑩ Read the data of the measured value( P28)
⑪ Delete the measured value( P25)

⑫ Set the colour of the measurement l ined( P20)
⑬ Set the calibration value( P9)
⑭ Display the cross lne( P24)
⑮ Switch the calibration values( P22)
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

Step1. Set the calibration value.
Step2. Select the type of the measurement
Distance/angle between two points
* Can't measure diameter of circle, area, distance of center/diameter/angle between two circle,
perpendicular,angle.

Step3. Save the image
★For the procedure to save the emasurement value data, see P27 and P29

Step4. Read the saved image
★For the procedure to read the saved measurement value data, see P28

[Step 1]Set the calibration
1.Set the scale for manual calibration value
Set the scale for the calibration on the black-and-white stage(use the white surface)
Enlarged view of the grid scale for the manual calibration value

Stand

Black-and-white stage
(the white surface up)
Scale
Set the scale to parallel on the screen.
☆You can buy this scale at our company.

2.Choose a magnification and bring into focus.

*This model is SKM-S10A-PC
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

3.Set the line of the scale to parallel the frame of the window.

4.Determine where to registar the calibration.
determine where to save the calibration values. Up to 20 calibration values can be registed in total.

★New function of Ver
Can save 20 calibration data.

5.Display a calibration setting line on the scale.
Press

button.

The [CAL] window opens and the calibration setting line is displayed.(The default setting is shown in green)
(The square is for automatic calibration.The cross is for manual calibration.)
As shown in a picture, move the cross near center of the screen and make the vertical and horizontal length
the same as a grid.

<When scale of 0.5mm is used.>
Click around center of the calibration setting line.
The mouse cursor change an arrow to a cross.
And drag it.
*The cross colour was changed into the easy-to-see colour.

enlarged view

Length become longer or
shorter by moving to a top
or the bottom.

Basic calibration
value

*

Length become lenger or shorter

Carry the calibration setting line on grid.
Set it around center.

Can do expansion reduction of a screen
by using mouse wheel.
- 10 -

0.5mm

by moving to left or right.

III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

6.Enter the basic value.Perform the automatic calibration value setting (auto calibration) and register the value.

(1)
(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)
（1）Set the calibration value name.(It will be recognizable o include the magnification)
（2）*Enter the actual scale, for X.(It depends on the number of the grids)
（3）*Enter the actual scale, for Y.(It depends on the number of the grids)
（4）Select the unit.
（5）Press the [OK] button on the Calibration value window to register the basic calibration v

* (2)(3)About calibration value
2 grids are used in here, but it should be bigger.
The biggest is the best.
Input multiply "the number of the grids" by "scale size" as the actual scale.

The calibration value setting is now completed.Next, perform the measurement.
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

[Step2] Select the type of the measurement.
SK-Viewer offers only distance/angle of measurement function.
Select the "Length" button on the right side of the screen.

Measurement is ON when pressed once and OFF when pressed again.
A toggle operation used.
You can perform the measurement when the light is turned on.

The distance and angle between two points are measured.
Determine the starting point of the measurement, keep the click pressed down and drag to the end point of the measurement.

☆point☆

Mouse pointer
Starting point of

Drag

the measurement

End point of the

To draw a horizonal or vertical line oro a ine at an arbitrary angle
Move the mouse while pressing [shift] to draw a straight line.

measurement

★For the setting of the angle, see P23
★To make the angle not to be displayed, see P23

How to correct
The pointer is changed

when it is held over either starting point or end point. Correct the position, length or angle or the line with the right click.

When the measurement procedure is explained in the following sections, respectively.
Example of the 2D measurement result list is created.

The example is SK-Measure.
SK-Viewer offers only distance/angle of measurement function.

★For the 2D measurement result list, see P25
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

[Step3]Save the image
Two types of the image saving function are available:
<Saving the inage only> and <Saving the image with the measurement calues included in it>
<Example of saving the image only>

<Example of saving the image with the measurement values included in it>

The displayed cross line are saved together.
★For the details of the cross line, see P24

★For each saving procedure, see P14, P15

Also, the image can be saved more easily.
★For the simple image saving procerure, see P16

You may select the image quality for the saving. (New feature from Version: 1.596)
★For the selection of the image quality, see P16

★For the procedure to save the measurement value data, see P27, P29
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

1. Saving the image only
Select

button

Note
There are two different "Save" buttons.
To have an image, use the upper "Save" button.

The file name contains the date and time.
It can be changed to a name of your choosing.
File saving formats: JPG fole(*), bitmap file

Thee default folder for saving is "C:¥Users¥skc1¥Documents¥SKC¥¥SK-Viewer¥bmp".
You may change the foler for saving.
(*) You may select the image quality(low, intermediate, or high image quality) for the
JPG file.

★for the selection of image quality, see P16
★for the simple image saving procedure, see P16
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

2. Saving the image with the measurement values included in it.
1) Select the

button.

When the picture on the button is changed, the measurement data is included
and saved as the image.
The displayed cross line are alse saved.
★For the details of the cross lines, see P24

2) Select the

button.

Save the image in the same manner as in <Saving the image only>（See P21)
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III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

3. Simple and easy image saving

Press the

button to specify the folder in which the image is saved in advance.

Right click on the "Save" button, then the image is saved in the specified folder.
The file name will be the date and time.
The format of the file will be as same as that of the previous file saved.
Note that the left click on the "Save" button displays the given destination window.
☆point☆
You can save the image in the specified folder also by pressing the [F12] key,
as in the case when you right clock on the "Save" button.
The file name will be the date and time.
The file format will be the same as the previous file saved.
You can save images without using a mouse or keyboard if you use the foot switch(optional)

4. Selecting the image quality
You may select the image quality when saving an image.(Available when saving with jpg extention)

Enlarged views of the saved image
Low image quality

Intermidiate

Outline is not clear
but vague

Outline is

Data size: Approx. 170KB

Data size: Approx. 300KB
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High image quality

Outline is clear
Data size: Approx. 1MB

III Basic Operation(Making a Masurement)

[Step 4] Read the saved image
The saved images are displayed in a thumbnail.
when you hold the cursor over the image in the thumbnail and double click on it with the left button,
the [Live] button is switched to the [still] button and the saved image is displayed.

Thumbnail
★For the details of the thumbnail, see P21
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IV Advanced Operation

1. Displaying hidden areas
Some parts of the image may be hidden and not displayed when the display magnification of the screen
is larger than one.
There are two methods to display such hidden areas.
[Method 1] Move the image
The pointer is changed to when the left click of the mouse is pressed
The screen moves when the cursor is moved in that state(with the lect click pressed down).(Expect for
the full-screen display)

Hidden areas

[Mithod 2] Use the full-screen display
When full-screen is selected in for the screen scale, the entire imaging area is displayed.
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IV Advanced Operation

2. Zooming in & out on the screen
To zooming in or out the image on the imaging screen, scroll the mouse wheel at the position where you
want to zoom in/out.
Scroll the mouse wheel down to zoom out or up to zoom in.
Or, you may change the screen display magnification with the pull-down menu shown in the figure on the rig
Zoom in

Zoom out

The image is zoomed in/out centring around the position of the mouse pointer(digital precessing)

3. Switching the display screen
You can hide the menu and the thumbnail to expand the image area on the display screen.

The thumbnail is hidden when

is clicked.

full-screen display when

The load image buttons are hidden when

are clickeded.
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is clicked

IV Advanced Operation

4. Setting the colours
You can set the colour of the measurement line or glid, or the font of the text of the measurement result.
Press the

button.

The following window is displayed and you can set the colour of the measurement line, waveform
of the focus and grid respectively.
alse, you can set the font of the text of the measurement result.

Click to open the
"Font" window

Click to open the
"colour" window
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IV Advanced Operation

5. displaying the thumbnail
You can display theseparate thumbnail window.

* The size of the window can be changed*

when you right click on an image of the
this window will be displayed.
[open]

The saved data is displayed, the [Live] button is changed to the [still]
button and the image of the thumbnail are displayed.
To return to the original state, press the [still] button to change it to [Live].

[Remove] The saved data itself is completely releted when it is specified and
does not remain in the recycle bin.
[Trash]

The data is moved to the Recicle Bin when it is specified.
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IV Advanced Operation

1. Miving the measurement value
The pointer is changed to

when the cursor is moved close ti a measurement value

When the measurement value is dragged in that state with the right button of the mouse,
the value can be moved.

2. Switching the calibration value
You can switch the specified calibration value.

Select a desired calibration value.

★For how to set the calibration value see P9
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IV Advanced Operation

3. Displaying/hiding the angle
You can set to display/hide the angle that is displayed for the distance between two points.
You can also set the reference axis of the angle.
Press the

button. The following window is displayed.

Make the

◆You can select to display/hide the angle.
-When checked, the angle is displayed.

-When unchecked, the angle is not displayed.

◆You can select the reference axis and direction of the angle.

- X-axis+ The angle is measured in the anticlockwise direction from the three o'clock position.
- Y-axis + The angle is measured in the anticlockwise direction from the twelve o'clock position.
- Y-axis + The angle is measured in the anticlockwise direction from the nine o'clock position.
- Y-axis + The angle is measured in the anticlockwise direction from the six o'clock position.
◆You can specify the angle of the line.

Drag while pressing [shift] key to draw a line at the specified angle from the reference axis you
selected above.
- 23 -

IV Advanced Operation

4. Displaying the cross line
Select the display or hide the cross line on the screen.
Each coordinate is shown as a dot.(The actual scale is shown underneath the dot coordinate.)
★You can specify the position, line type, thickness, degree of transparency and colour.
The default point is X=640 Y=480.
the cross line can be moved by right click.
You cna't use [Add] button
or [Sub] button.
Hide the lines
display the

Display the dots
Display at the actual scale based on the
Select whether to display the solid or dashed line

Change the thickness
Change the degree of trasparency
(The line will be transparent when smaller
value is specified.
List of crosslines

Select the colour
Click to open the "color" window.

★Click the [Saving the image with the measurement values included in it],before click the
[save] button, displayed cross line is also saved.
★For [Saving the image with the measurement values included in it, see P15
* The cross line is not displayed? Possible causes are:
- Setting of the screen magnification
When the screen magnification is "x1" or larger, thecross line may be outside the area of the screen.
In that case, change the screen display mode to "ful-screen".
- Output size of the camera is not appropriate
Change the output size. See "Camera settings(other handling instructions)" for the detailed procedure.
* The output size varies by the camera.
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IV Advanced Operation

1. 2D measurement result list
The measurement data is displayed in 2 dimentions Example of 2D measurement result list
when the measurement is performed.

The example is SK-Measure.
SK-Viewer offers only distance/angle of measurement function.

2. Deleting measurement values

Delete the measurement data.

The procedure for deletion is explained using the following image.

* SK‐Viewer offers only distance/angle of measurement
The example photo is SK‐Measure.

◆Deleting only one measurement data

Click on

Click on the data to be deleted.
(The colour will be reserved)

The data in the circle deleted.
- 25 -

IV Advanced Operation

◆Deleting consecutive lines

Click on

Click on the first live of the data to be deleted collectively,
and then click on the last line of the data to be deleted with

The data in the circles is deleted.

the [shift] key pressed down.(it is useful when deleting the
measurement data on the consective lines)

◆Deleting multiple lines

Click on

Select multiple lines with the data to be deleted
with the [Ctrl] key pressed down.

The data in the circles is deleted.

◆Deleting all data
when the

button is pressed without selecting

the measurement data, the following wiondow is
displayed. Click on [Yes] to delete all the measurement
data on the screen.

Click on [Yes]

All the data is deleted.
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IV Advanced Operation

3. Saving the data of measurement values [Extension: mes]
The data of the measurement values can be saved and retrieved later using SK-viewere.
the extension is "mes".
* Can be retrieved later using also SK-Measure.

there are two different [Save] buttons.
To save only the data of the
measurement values, use "Save" in
"instrumental".

Select "mes" for Save as type. You may change file name to any desired name.
★To save the data in csv format, see P29
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IV Advanced Operation

4. Reading the data of the measurement value [Extension: mes]
The date saved with [Extension: mes] canbe read. * The measurement value is determined by
the curernt calibration calue.

Select the target file and open it. When the file is opened, the measurement result is shown on the display.

Note
☆Make sure that no measurement work is being performed when reading the data.
If the data is read during the measurement, the data that is being measurement is removed.
☆Only the measurement values are read and figures are not included.
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IV Advanced Operation

5. Saving the data of measurement values [csv format]
The data of the measurement values is saved in the csv format.

There are two different Save bottuns.
To save only the data of the
measurement vaalues, use "Save" in
"instrumental"

Select "csv" for Save as type. you mat change File name to any disired name.
Example of the saved data

Displayed in the csv data
★To save the data in the mes format(so that data can be read with
the measurement software SK-Viewer, see P27
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